Open Domain Question Answering requires systems to retrieve external knowledge and perform multi-hop reasoning by composing knowledge spread over multiple sentences. In the recently introduced open domain question answering challenge datasets, QASC and OpenBookQA, we need to perform retrieval of facts and compose facts to correctly answer questions. In our work, we learn a semantic knowledge ranking model to re-rank knowledge retrieved through Lucene based information retrieval systems. We further propose a "knowledge fusion model" which leverages knowledge in BERT-based language models with externally retrieved knowledge and improves the knowledge understanding of the BERT-based language models. On both OpenBookQA and QASC datasets, the knowledge fusion model with semantically re-ranked knowledge outperforms previous attempts.
Introduction
Open Domain Question Answering is one of the challenging Natural Language Question Answering tasks where systems need to retrieve external knowledge and perform multi-hop reasoning by understanding knowledge spread over multiple sentences. In recent years, several open domain natural language question answering datasets and challenges have been proposed. These challenges try to replicate the human question answering setting where humans are asked to answer questions and are allowed to refer to books or other information sources available to them. Datasets such as HotPotQA (Yang et al., 2018) , Natural Questions (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019) , MultiRC (Khashabi et al., 2018b) , ComplexWebQuestions (Talmor and Berant, 2018) and WikiHop (Welbl et al., 2018) require finding relevant knowledge and reasoning over multiple sentences. In these tasks, the systems are not constrained to any pre-determined knowledge bases. Both, the task of finding knowledge and reasoning over multiple sentences requires deep natural language understanding. The goal of these tasks is not to memorize the texts and facts, but to be able to understand and apply the knowledge to new and different situations (Jenkins, 1995; .
In our work, we focus on the datasets, OpenBookQA and QASC Khot et al., 2019a) . They differ from the above mentioned datasets in the following aspects. Special care is taken in OpenBookQA and QASC to avoid simple syntactic cues in questions, that allow decomposition into simpler queries (Khot et al., 2019a) . It has been shown through human verification that answering questions in both of these datasets requires a composition of two or more facts. OpenBookQA is accompanied by an openbook of facts, which contains partial knowledge to answer the questions. QASC provides a knowledge corpus of around 19 million science facts.
In OpenBookQA, to answer questions systems need to combine a seed core fact from the provided open-book with an unknown number of additional facts and an unspecified source for retrieving such additional facts. Questions in QASC require retrieval of exactly two facts from the provided knowledge corpus. Moreover, it provides annotation for which facts are required, allowing the building of a supervised knowledge retrieval model.
There are several challenges we need to address while solving these datasets. The first challenge is the task of relevant knowledge retrieval. We use a simple Lucene based information retrieval system Elasticsearch (Gormley and Tong, 2015) to retrieve knowledge from an appropriate knowledge corpus. The task of retrieval is done for each answer options. Moreover, we require multiple steps during retrieval as it has been mentioned above, the questions need composition of knowledge in multiple sentences to correctly answer the questions. A multi-step information retrieval introduces a significant amount of noise. We address this challenge by learning a BERT-based Semantic Knowledge Ranking model.
The second challenge we address is the creation of the dataset for Semantic Knowledge Ranking. In order to train our Semantic Knowledge Ranking model, we need knowledge facts with both positive and negative labels. For this task, QASC, OpenBookQA and SciTail provide positive labels, i.e, the knowledge facts which are relevant to a given question-answer pair. We address the challenge of negative label creation using our automatic dataset preparation techniques. The design choices for the dataset preparation are demonstrably impactful on the downstream question answering task.
The third challenge we address is about knowledge composition and understanding. BERT-based language models possess considerable knowledge learned through their pre-trained language modelling tasks. The challenge of incorporating external domain specific knowledge, discriminative enough to answer questions is addressed by our knowledge fusion module over BERT-based language models. We identify the drawbacks in the current way systems use BERT-based language models, and augment them with our new knowledge fusion module.
Finally, we analyse both our knowledge ranking and question answering models to identify how different components contribute. We also analyze what noise our knowledge ranking model introduces, where our question answering model fails and why is it unable to answer such questions. Our analysis shows some of the drawbacks of using Attention-based language models and the necessity of improvements in specific components. Our contributions are summarized below:
• We prepare a Semantic Knowledge Ranking dataset by using annotations from three different sources and with our dataset preparation techniques. We also evaluate two BERT-based ranking model on this task.
• We propose a new model to perform better knowledge composition and question answering with external knowledge.
• We analyze our knowledge ranking and knowledge composition models to better understand the failures to enable future improvements.
• We achieve new state-of-the-art results in both OpenBookQA (+2.2%) and QASC (+7.28%).
Related Work
Text based QA: Multiple datasets have been proposed in recent years for natural language question answering such as (Rajpurkar et al., 2016; Joshi et al., 2017; Khashabi et al., 2018a; Richardson et al., 2013; Lai et al., 2017; Reddy et al., 2018; Choi et al., 2018; Mitra et al., 2019b; Sap et al., 2019; Bisk et al., 2019) . There are several attempts to solve these challenges such as Vaswani et al., 2017; Seo et al., 2016; etc. In our work we focus on QASC (Khot et al., 2019a) and OpenBookQA datasets, which are multiple-choice question answering datasets which need multi-hop reasoning and knowledge retrieval from provided knowledge corpus.
External Knowledge: Closest to our work are the models which use external knowledge, such as in the work of (Khot et al., 2019b,a; Pirtoaca et al., 2019; Mitra et al., 2019a) where they use sentences as knowledge. We differ to these with our knowledge ranking and infusion models. Other models such as in the work of (Mihaylov and Frank, 2018; Wang and Jiang, 2019 ) embed syntactic or semantic knowledge into knowledge enriched embeddings. They do not use additional sen- tences as knowledge. Sentences lack a well-defined structure and possess a larger number of variables. Semantic knowledge retrieval is also present in a different form in the above mentioned work. The task of neural explanation retrieval or ranking such as in (Jansen and Ustalov, 2019; Banerjee, 2019 ) is similar to semantic knowledge retrieval. We differ from them in the way we model our tasks and our dataset preparation techniques.
Datasets
Open Book Question Answering: OpenBookQA is a multiple-choice school level science question answering dataset from AllenAI. There are four answer options for each question. The dataset provides an accompanying open-book of 1,324 science facts. There are a total of 4,957 questions in train and 500 questions in each validation and test set. The nuance of this dataset is that it needs knowledge retrieval and knowledge composition to answer the questions. It is specified that one of the facts is present in the accompanying open-book and we need additional knowledge sources to retrieve the other facts.
Question Answering via Sentence Completion:
QASC is another multiple-choice science question answering dataset from AllenAI. There are 9,980 8-way multiple-choice questions from elementary and middle school level science. There are 900 questions in the validation and 920 questions in the test set. It is different from OpenBookQA as it is accompanied by a knowledge corpus of 19 million science facts. Moreover to answer each question we need to combine exactly two facts, both of which are present in the knowledge corpus. QASC provides additional annotations of which two facts are required to answer the questions. These annotations enable us to create a semantic knowledge ranking dataset. Figure 2 shows an example from both of the datasets.
Approach Overview
Our approach includes the following modules: Multi-step Knowledge Retrieval, Semantic Knowledge Ranking Dataset Preparation, Semantic Knowledge Ranking and Knowledge Fusion based Question Answering. In Multi-step Knowledge Retrieval we want to extract relevant facts from the knowledge corpus. We use heuristic-based query creation techniques. In the first step of the retrieval, we use the question Q and the answer option A i to generate queries. In the second step, we use question Q, the answer option A i and F 1 , the top ten facts retrieved and ranked from step one, to generate queries.
In Semantic Knowledge Ranking, we re-rank our retrieved knowledge sentences using BERTbased language models. To train our models, we do Semantic Knowledge Ranking Dataset Preparation by using the provided annotations present in the QASC, OpenBookQA and SciTail datasets. But the annotations only provide positive labels, so we use our dataset preparation techniques to automatically generate negative labels.
We train a BERT-based language model for question answering using external knowledge and identify the gaps in knowledge understanding. We analyze the results and define a Knowledge Fusion module. The module is based on a simple intuition that the model should have the ability to compare against different answer options and the input should clearly distinguish between the knowledge which is ranked higher across all answers.
Multi-Step Knowledge Retrieval
Knowledge Sources: We use the open-book from OpenBookQA, the knowledge corpus from QASC and the ARC knowledge Corpus as our knowledge sources. There are 1324 knowledge facts in the open-book from OpenBookQA. There are 19 million knowledge facts in the knowledge corpus of QASC. There are 1.7 billion knowledge facts in ARC knowledge corpus. We keep the knowledge facts as is for the openbook and QASC knowledge corpus. We preprocess the knowledge facts from ARC by removing nonEnglish characters and remove punctuations that do not have an impact on sentence structure. We index the factual sentences into Elasticsearch, a Lucene based search engine.
Step-1: In the first step of knowledge retrieval, we have a question Q and the ith answer options A i . We generate the query using a simple heuristic of concatenating the question and answer, and removing stop-words but keeping the order of the words intact. We use stop-words from NLTK and standard python "stop-words" library. We query the Elasticsearch IR system and retrieve top-50 sentences. These sentences are denoted as F 1 .
Step-2: The second step of knowledge retrieval is similar to the work of heuristic-based natural language abduction in and the 2-step retrieval mentioned in (Khot et al., 2019a) . For each question Q, answer option A i and top ten knowledge retrieved and semantically ranked F 1ij we find the set of unique words present in Q, A i and F 1 ij using the following heuristics:
where Qu is the generated query, ith answer option, and jth retrieved sentence from F 1i . These sentences are denoted as F 2 .
6 Semantic Knowledge Ranking
Task Definition
We model the semantic knowledge ranking task as a binary sentence-pair classification task, i.e, given the question Q and answer option A i , we classify the corresponding retrieved knowledge F kij into two classes, irrelevant and relevant, where k is the IR step, i is the answer option number and j is the retrieved sentence number. We rank the sentences using the class probabilities for the relevant class.
Formally, we learn the following probability:
where G is the set of relevant facts. We compare multiple task settings for Knowledge Ranking, such as a regression task similar to Semantic Textual Similarity. Though this task is more appropriate as a ranking task, it is harder to get correct and noiseless annotations for such a task using automatic techniques.
Dataset Preparation
For the classification task, we require both relevant and irrelevant facts given a question and answer pair, which is simpler to achieve automatically.
Positive Labels: Questions in QASC are accompanied by two human-annotated knowledge facts, which when composed can be used to answer the questions. These annotated facts provide us the positive labels. We gather more positive labels from the OpenBookQA datasets. The OpenBookQA also has an additional resource where they provide which fact from the open-book is the most relevant. The final source of positive labels is the SciTail dataset . SciTail contains questions, the correct answer, and a sentence pair. The task in SciTail is natural language inference, i.e, does the fact entails or is neutral to the hypothesis (question-answer). The hypothesis is not a concatenated version of the question and an answer but a well-structured sentence. Unfortunately in our target application, we do not possess a well-structured sentence equivalent to our question-answer pairs. For positive labels, we select question-answer pair and the corresponding premise as the relevant facts from the samples annotated as "entails".
Negative Labels: From SciTail we take all samples marked as "neutral" as an initial set of irrelevant facts. We gather further negative samples using the following simple heuristics. For all question-answer pairs from QASC and OpenBookQA we do an initial knowledge retrieval using the query generation as mentioned in step one of multi-step knowledge retrieval. From this set of retrieved facts we identify similar facts to the gold relevant facts using Spacy (Honnibal and Montani, 2017 ) document similarity and mark them as irrelevant, i.e, sentences retrieved using wrong answers similar to gold whose similarity is less than a threshold of T . T is identified using manual evaluation of 100 samples. Spacy uses word vectors to compute document similarity. The similarity function used is cosine similarity. We also mark the knowledge retrieved using wrong answer options as irrelevant. Note that we never mark the gold annotated relevant facts as irrelevant for the wrong answer options, as we want our Semantic Knowledge Ranking model to rank these facts better even for the wrong answer options. Train and validation sets are balanced for both classes, with each having 145,200 and 16,134 samples respectively.
Model Description
We evaluate two BERT-based language models, BERT-large-cased and RoBERTa for the sentence-pair classification task.
We provide the concatenated question and answer pair as sentence A and the fact as sentence B. Let S A denote tokens from sentence A and S B denote tokens from sentence B, then the input to the BERT model is defined as
Here [s] is the separator token.
[CLS] is the class token. We take the encoding of [CLS] token from the final layer of BERT, which we pass through a feed-forward layer of dimension H dim × 2, where H dim is the dimensions of the encoding and a final softmax layer for getting probabilities for the two classes. We use cross-entropy loss between the predicted scores and the gold relevance labels. 1
β is the BERT model, FF is the feedforward layer. of tokens in the ith answer option and K i , the retrieved knowledge. The current systems Khot et al., 2019a) use the following way of defining the input to the BERT-based models. For an answer, they append the question tokens Q to the knowledge tokens K i . The total input is defined as
This can be interpreted as an entailment model where, given the knowledge and question, we predict the entailment score of each answer. Each answer has a separate input. This way of creating input and modeling question answering has certain drawbacks. Firstly, each knowledge retrieved is unique to the corresponding answers. BERT has multiple layers of stacked attention neural units, and attention with the corresponding knowledge enables the system to perform the question answering task. But the knowledge retrieved uses the question and answer tokens; consequently, there is a lot of similarity between the knowledge, question and answer tokens. This though helpful in answering also introduces noise and confusion.
Secondly, the input does not enable the comparison of different answers using attention layers. Cross-answer attention is needed to answer some questions which are comparative in nature. For example, a sample question from OpenBookQA: Question: Owls are likely to hunt at? a) 3:00 PM b) 2:00 AM c) 6:00 PM d) 7:00 AM Entailment models may falter in such comparative questions, as they do not compare different answer options, and are only aware of one answer option at a time.
Finally, the set and order of facts retrieved for each answer is unique for an answer, but there may be sentences retrieved which are common to all the answer options. These sentences are relevant to the question, and attention with these facts with all the answer options together should enable the model to be able to discriminate between the correct and incorrect answer options. We use the above insights to develop our input and knowledge fusion modules.
Input Description: We first categorize the retrieved facts into two classes. Let C denote the set of facts which are present in the knowledge retrieved for each answer option. Let U i denote the set of facts which is unique to an answer option. While creating the sets we maintain the order of the facts, after retrieval and semantic knowledge ranking. For creating C, we count the appearance of each sentence across different U i and multiply the max score for this sentence from the ranking model. We sort the sentences in decreasing order of this score. We build our inputs as follows.
We concat the unique knowledge U i to the question similar to the above mentioned input to the entailment model . This input is the "per answer option input" defined as {[
We create another single input in which we concat the question, all the answer options and the common knowledge C. The "common input" is defined as
For a four-way multiple choice question, we give five total inputs to BERT. Similarly for an eightway multiple choice question, we give nine inputs.
Model Description: We feed each "per answer input" to BERT-based language models. We also feed the "common input" to the BERT-based language models. We take the corresponding embeddings of the class token, [CLS A i ], for each answer specific input, and concatenate the class token, [CLS C ] from the "common input" . Let V be the final concatenated vector.
We feed this knowledge enriched vector V through a two-layer feedforward network with an intermediate GeLU activation (Hendrycks and Gimpel, 2016) and BertLayerNorm . We have a final softmax layer to get probabilities.
where, F F 1 and F F 2 are feedforward networks, BN orm is the BertLayerNorm and GeLU is the GeLU unit. We train the model using cross-entropy loss between predictions and gold answer labels. 2
Experimental Results and Analysis
For Semantic Knowledge Ranking, we compare with a baseline of simple Information Retrieval using Elasticsearch. For Question Answering, we compare with a baseline of RoBERTa with and without semantically ranked knowledge. Each model is trained with a hyperparameter budget of ten runs (Dodge et al., 2019) , and the mean of the accuracies are reported.
Semantic Knowledge Ranking: Table 1 shows the accuracy of the BERT-based semantic knowledge ranking model. Table 1 shows the impact of knowledge ranking on the precision of retrieval of gold annotated knowledge facts for OpenBookQA and QASC validation set. We compare the impact of knowledge ranking in both the steps of Multi-Step Knowledge Retrieval. We can observe that Semantic Knowledge Ranking considerably 2 More training details is in Supplementary Materials.
Step 1 of Retrieval (%) ↑ improves the precision, notably P@10 of F 2 facts for single-step retrieval.
Ablation Studies: Table 2 shows the impact of each of our components on the accuracy in the QASC dataset. We add our modules over the base model of RoBERTA pre-trained on RACE (Lai et al., 2017) . We observe that the task of QASC needs external knowledge, as the accuracy of no knowledge model is relatively low. Each of our modules, contribute to the overall increase in accuracy. Semantic knowledge ranking improves the accuracy of Step 1 by a large margin. So does the multi-step knowledge retrieval. Both the techniques have the same effect of increase in P@10 of F 1 and F 2 , bringing more relevant facts for the model to answer correctly. Our Knowledge Fusion Model further improves accuracy, showing we can utilize knowledge more effectively. The increase in accuracy from knowledge fusion is especially significant using the facts retrieved from Step 1.
OpenBookQA and QASC Results: shows the validation accuracy versus the number of facts retrieved. As we can see, increasing the facts increases the accuracy as more appropriate facts are seen by the model.
Model Analysis: Figure 5 shows our model ismore confident when it predicts the correct an-swer compared to when it predicts the wrong answer. QASC has eight answer options, which increases the presence of distracting facts, and confusing answer options. Since our models use attention, and use statistical correlation, even though we re- trieve relevant facts, the model predicts the answers which have the highest correlation with the facts. Our approach is to improve semantic ranking and knowledge composition to push the quality of knowledge in each step, which leads improving accuracy. Although using attention-based models for ranking brings facts that attend to all questionanswer pairs, our knowledge fusion model is able to understand the appropriate knowledge. Our analysis shows that, the input creation algorithm for knowledge fusion model acts as another source for knowledge ranking, and the "common input" enables the model to distinguish between answers.
Errors in Semantic Knowledge Retrieval:
The semantic knowledge ranking model has comparatively high accuracy (91.56%). The errors are mostly false positives, i.e, classification of questionwrong answer and corresponding retrieved facts using the wrong answer. These are the sources of noise for the downstream question answering task. The alternative of only using the question to rank knowledge retrieved performs even worse. This indicates semantic knowledge ranking needs question-answer pair, and is a challenging task. Above is an example from QASC, where a confusing fact is retrieved that is semantically related to the question, but supporting the wrong answer; leading the model to perform an incorrect multihop reasoning.
Knowledge Retrieval Failure corresponds to 72% of the total errors in OpenBookQA. In QASC, out of 137 errors, 52 had correct F 1 , 40 had correct F 2 and 25 had both F 1 and F 2 in the top ten. These errors can be mitigated by better retrieval and composition. Improving attention to perform better context-dependent similarity should enable models to distinguish between relevant and irrelevant facts.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this work, we have pushed the current state-ofthe-art by 2.2% on OpenBookQA and 7.28% on QASC, two tasks that need external knowledge and knowledge composition for question answering. Our Semantic Knowledge Ranking and Knowledge Fusion question answering model over the BERTbased language model demonstrably improves the performance on OpenBookQA and QASC. We also provide a dataset to learn Semantic Knowledge Ranking using the annotations present in QASC, OpenBookQA, and SciTail. We have analyzed the performance of the components in our QA system. Our analysis shows the need to further improve
